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Abstract. Container types can be modeled as foldable monads that sup-
port the MonadPlus operations together with a membership operation.
In this paper we present a new typeclass we call ε-Monad that supports
a membership operator for instances of the MonadPlus typeclass. The
laws for the ε-Monad typeclass specify how membership behaves with
respect to the monad and monad plus operators. Using ε-Monads we
are able write specifications of properties of generic containers. We also
present an induction rule for monads we call bind induction. The new
proof rule is proved to be sound. The computational content of the new
induction rule is a bind operator, using this rule we are able to extract
monadic programs from proofs. We present an example that uses the rule
to extract a monadic program from a proof of a specification. We have
used the Coq theorem prover to formalize the definitions presented here
and to prove properties of the formalization. We rely on the Coq Type
Class mechanism for our formalization.

Keywords: Functional Programming, Monad, Program Verification, Pro-
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1 Introduction

Monads [1, 2] are a means of structuring computations but also, many mon-
ads are containers. The Monad operations are {bind, return} or equivalently,
{map, join, return}. It can be proved that these two sets operators are equiva-
lent in expressive power, so it is a matter of taste and style to choose one over
another. Here we use bind and return in our definition of the monad type class,
but later prove that join and map can be defined in terms of bind and return
and vuice versa.

Monads are widely used in Haskell to structure non-functional but useful
operations like performing IO actions, creating states, doing non-deterministic
computations, probabilistic computation and so on. Even though monads ahve
proved so useful, formal reasoning about monadic programs is still somthing of
a challenge. Hutton and Fulger in [3] verified a tree relabeling program that
uses applicative functors to represent states using a method called point-free
equational reasoning, but the function used for relabeling a tree in their work uses
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explicit recursion instead of using monadic structures to implement recursion.
This was one of our motivations for this work, and we believe that we found
a rule for doing recursion based on the structure of a monadic term which we
call bind-induction. Gibbons and Hinze introduced a method to do equational
style reasoning about monadic computations in [4]. Unlike Hutton and Fulger’s
method, which seems to be applicable only to the state monad, they applied
their methods to many examples including state monads, MonadPlus (which
they call nondeterministic monad) and a probabilistic Monad. Their approach
is based on “algebraic theory” rather than the interpretation of monads in the
functional programming community.

Following the idea of monads as containers, adding a membership predicate
to the definition of Monad type class is helpful in a number of ways.

It provides the means to write extensional specifications of monadic pro-
grams. Secondly, having a membership predicate enables us to reason about
monadic programs in an easy and straightforward way. Using membership we
can verify monadic programs, and formally prove that they satisfy their spec-
ifications. This is important because two of the most powerful tools in pure
functional programming languages are recursion and monads. To prove a recur-
sive program satisfies its specification, an inductive proof can be used. One can
think of an analogous of induction for monadic programs, and our claim is by
adding a membership predicate to the definition of a monad we can define such
a proof method.

The membership predicate is used to define a proof rule for monad elimina-
tion that has an extract term containing a bind operator. In our earliest attemps
to design a proof rule for bind induction we were unable to relate the input to
the second argument of bind to the monad which is the first argument. Bind has
the following type:

M a→ (a→Mb)→Mb

As a dependent type, we prefer the type:

Πm :Ma. ((Σx : a. x ∈ m)→Mb)→Mb

Given a bind of the form m >>= f , this stronger type captures the notion that
the inputs to f are not just any elements of type a but that they are elements
of m. But of course this type does not match the standard type. Our proof rule
uses the idea captured in this stronger type to strethgen its hypotheses. In this
way, we can extract monadic programs from proofs of specifications and so have
extended the Curry-Howard correspondence to the realm of monadic program
terms.

To verify our results formally we have used the Coq theorem prover. Alge-
braic structures can be expressed and investigated in dependent type theory in
a natural way[5, 6]. As a result, a proof assistant based on the dependent type
theory is the best candidate for implementing our definitions and verifying our
proofs. Coq supports classes [7–10] which provide an elegant structuring mech-
anism for dealing with hierarchies of algebraic structures. Type classes are a lot
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like algebraic structures and we have found the Coq class mechanism to work
well in formalizing type class structure.

2 Monad Type Classes and Extensions

Monad type class is implemented in Coq’s library as a record, but we use Coq’s
class feature to implement monads. The class mechanism provides the means to
implement rather complex class hierarchies. We formalize numerous subclasses
of the monad type class including: monads with a membership predicate, Mon-
adPlus, foldable monads and so on.

It is also worth mentioning that in the definition of Monad in the Coq’s
library, bind has the type : ∀(X,Y : Type), (X →M Y )→M X →M Y , where
M is the monad carrier. But in the standard definition of the bind operator,
for example in Haskell, bind takes the monad as its first and the function as
its second argument. We swapped the arguments of the bind operator in our
definition to remain faithful to Haskell’s definition.

Here is how Monad is defined as a class in Coq:

Class Monad (M : Type -> Type) := {

bind : forall A B,

M A -> (A -> M B) -> M B;

unit : forall A , A -> M A;

bind_assoc :

forall A B C

(m : M A)

(f : A -> M B) (g : B -> M C),

bind (bind m f) g =

bind m (fun i => bind (f i) g);

right_unit : forall A (m : M A),

bind m (@unit A) = m;

left_unit : forall A B (x : A) (f : A -> M B),

bind (unit x) f = f x

}.

On the first line the monad carrier M is passed as an argument to the type class.
Note that M has to be of kind (Type→ Type). Then bind and return operators
are defined by stating their types. Bind and return operator must satisfy three
properties in a monad called monad laws. The first law is that bind operator
must be associative, which we called bind-assoc. The second and third laws state
that return (unit) must act as the left and the right identity for bind, called left-
unit and right-unit respectively in our definition above. Note that here monad is
defined based on two operators unit (also called return) and bind, but the other
two important operators can be defined in terms of bind and return, as follows:

Definition join X (m: M (M X)): M X :=
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m >>= id.

Definition map X Y (f : X -> Y) (m : M X) : M Y :=

m >>= (fun x => unit (f x)).

As mentioned before, the set of operators {bind, return} has the same expressive
power as the set {join,map, return}. To prove this claim formally, first we need
to show that join and map as defined above satisfy the desired properties. The
following two theorems state two of these properties:

Theorem 1 (Maping Identity).

∀(A : Type)∀(M : Type→ Type)∀(m : M(MA))
Monad M ⇒ map idA m = m.

Theorem 2 (Composing Maps).

∀(X,Y, Z : Type)∀(f : X → Y )∀(g : Y → Z)
∀(M : Type→ Type)∀(m : M X)
Monad M ⇒ map g (map f m) = map (g ◦ f) m.

The full list of these theorems about map and join and their formal proofs in
Coq can be found in [11].

We also need to show that bind can be defined in term of join and map. This
may seem an obviouse fact, but in our case it needs a proof, because we defined
join and map in terms of bind and return. A formal proof of this in Coq can be
found in [11]

2.1 Epsilon Monads

Monads can (often) be considered to be containers and a fundamental operation
on containers is a membership test. For a monad m of type MX it is natural
to query whether an element x of type X is in m. If the monad m has been
constructed by a pure monadic program x can only occur in m if it was inserted
by a bind or return operation. We define the following two axioms that must
hold for a membership relation with respect to the monad operations.

ε− return ∀(X : Type)∀(x, y : X) x ∈ (return y)⇔ x = y
ε− bind ∀(X,Y : Type)∀(M : Monad)∀(m : M X)

∀(f : X →M Y )∀(y : Y )
y ∈ (m >>= f)⇔ ∃(x : X) x ∈ m ∧ y ∈ (f x)

We call a monad that supports a membership predicae an ε-Monad, and here is
how we implemented it in Coq as a subclass of the Monad class:

Class E_Monad (M : Type -> Type) :=

{

emonad_monad :> Monad M;
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epsilon : forall X, X -> M X -> Prop;

epsilon_unit : forall X (x y : X),

epsilon x (unit y) <-> x = y;

epsilon_bind : forall X Y

(m : M X)

(f : X -> M Y)

(y : Y),

epsilon y (m >>= f) <->

exists (x : X), and (epsilon x m) (epsilon y (f x))

}.

Note that by his definition Monad is a super class of the ε-Monad. As a result,
bind and return operators and their properties are inherited to the ε-Monad. The
only new operator of the ε-Monad is a membership predicate. There are two rules
relating the membership predicate to the bind and return operators. Epsilon-
unit states that the only element that belongs to (return x) is x. Epsilon-bind
expresses the desired relation between epsilon and bind.

Join and map can be defined in a similar way for the ε-Monad, but now we
need to show that the epsilon predicate respects join and map. The expected re-
lations between join, map and the epsilon predicate are described in the following
theorems:

Theorem 3 (Join and Epsilon).

∀(X : Type)∀(M : Type→ Type)∀(m : M(M X))∀(x : X)
E −Monad M ⇒ x ∈ m↔ ∃(n : M X) x ∈ n ∧ n ∈ m.

Theorem 4 (Map and Epsilon).

∀(X,Y : Type)∀(M : Type→ Type)
∀(m : M X)∀(f : X → Y )∀(y : Y )
E −Monad M ⇒
y ∈ (map f m)↔ ∃(x : X) x ∈ m ∧ y = f(x).

A formal proof of these theorems can be found in [11].
List, Maybe and Tree are among the most frequently used monads. We proved

that all three of them are instances of the ε-Monads.
To make List an instance of the ε-Monad, we followed the standard definitions

of bind and return and membership for lists. It only remains to show that the
membership predicate respects the bind operator, as stated in the following
theorem:

Theorem 5 (Bind and Epsilon for List).

∀(X,Y : Type)∀(m : list X)∀(f : X → list Y )∀(y : Y )
y ∈ (my − flat−map m f)↔
∃(x : X) x ∈ m ∧ y ∈ f(x).
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This theorem is also proved formally in Coq, and the proof is provided in [11].
It is a recognized fact that if the Tree data type is defined in a way that the

values are stored in the nodes, then it will not be an instance of the Monad type
class, at least in a natural way. But if the Tree data type is defined such that
the vallues are stored on the leaves, then it can be a monad.

Here is how such a tree is defined in Coq:

Inductive Tree (A:Set):Set :=

| Leaf : A -> Tree A

| Branch : Tree A -> Tree A -> Tree A.

Now to make it an instance of Monad, we need to define return and bind op-
erators. Return is simply a function that takes an element, and returns a Leaf
containing only that element:

Definition tree_unit (A : Set) (a : A) : Tree A := Leaf a.

Following the analogy of defining bind as flat–map, we can define the bind op-
erator on trees as follows:

Fixpoint tree_bind (A B:Set) (m : Tree A) (f:A->Tree B) : Tree B :=

match m with

| Leaf x => f x

| Branch l r => Branch (tree_bind l f) (tree_bind r f)

end.

Now three theorems are needed to prove that these definitions actually create
an instance of the Monad type class:

Theorem 6 (Right Unit for Tree).

∀(X,Y : Type)∀(x : X)∀(f : X → Tree Y )
tree− bind (Leaf x) f = f(x).

Theorem 7 (Left Unit for Tree).

∀(X : Type)∀(t : Tree X)
tree− bind t (λx.(Leaf x)) = t.

Theorem 8 (Bind Associativity for Tree).

∀(X,Y, Z : Type)∀(t : Tree X)∀(f : X → Tree Y )
∀(g : Y → Tree Z)
tree− bind (tree− bind t f) g =
tree− bind t (λi.(tree− bind f(i) g).

Here is how the membership predicate is defined for Tree:
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Fixpoint in_tree (A : Set)(a : A)(t : Tree A) : Prop :=

match t with

| Leaf x => (x=a)

| Branch l r => or (in_tree a l) (in_tree a r)

end.

Now two other theorems are needed to prove that ε respects bind and unit.

Theorem 9 (Unit and Epsilon for Tree).

∀(X : Type)∀(x, y : X)
in− tree y (Leaf x)↔ x = y.

Theorem 10 (Bind and Epsilon for Tree).

∀(X,Y : Type)∀(t : Tree X)∀(f : X → Tree Y )∀(y : Y )
in− tree y (tree− bind f t) ↔
∃(x : X) (in− tree x t) ∧ (in− tree y f(x)).

Formal proofs of these theorems in Coq can be found in [11]. It is easy to see
that Maybe is also an instance of the ε-Monad.

Now we can verify our first monadic program using the ε-Monad type class.
Our canonical example in this paper is the all–pairs program. The specification
for this program is, if m and n are two ε-Monads of type MA and MB for some
types A and B, then there exists an ε-Monad of type MA∗B such that it consists
of all pairs like 〈x, y〉 where x belongs to m, and y belongs to n:

Theorem 11 (All Pairs).

∀(X,Y : Type)∀(M : Type→ Type)∀(m : M X)(n : MY )
E −Monad M =⇒
∃(p : M (X ∗ Y ))∀(x : X)∀(y : Y )
〈x, y〉 ∈ p↔ x ∈ m ∧ y ∈ n.

Our claim is that the program:

m >>= λx. n >>= λy. return 〈x, y〉

satisfies this specification. We formally proved this claim in Coq, and the proof
in provided in [11].

2.2 Monad Plus

Working for a while with bind and return, or equivalently, map, join and return
reveals to the programmer that the power of these operators is very restricted.
As an example, it is impossible to define append just in terms of bind and return.
More formally, if we call the programs that only consist of bind and return (and
join and map) pure monadic programs, it is impossible to write a pure monadic
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program that satisfies the specification of append. Here is an informal argument
for this claim:

If append is definable for every ε-Monad, then for every ε-Monad we can
construct the term (return x) + +(return y), where x and y are two distinct
elements and ++ denotes append. Then it follows from the natural specification
of append that for every instance of the ε-Monad say M , and every type X with
at least two distinct element, there exists a monad of type MX such that it
has two distinct elements. On the other hand, by definition of the membership
predicate for the Maybe type class, we know that it is an instance of the ε-Monad,
and each member of it has at most 1 element, which is a contradiction.

As a result, it seems a reasonable approach to extend our investigation to
monads that possess an operator similar to append. MonadPlus type class as
defined in Haskell is a good choice for this. It has an operator named mplus
which is an abstraction of the append for lists, and mzero (or fail) which can be
seen as an abstraction of the empty list.

This is how we defined MonadPlus type class in Coq:

Class Monad_Plus (M:Type->Type) :=

{

monad_plus_monad :> Monad M;

mzero : forall X, M X;

mplus : forall X, M X -> M X -> M X;

mzero_bind : forall X Y (f : X -> M Y),

(mzero X)>>= f = mzero Y;

mzero_mplus_left : forall X (m : M X),

mplus (mzero X) m = m;

mzero_mplus_right : forall X (m : M X),

mplus m (mzero X) = m;

mplus_assoc : forall X (m n p : M X),

mplus m (mplus n p) =

mplus (mplus m n) p ;

mplus_bind : forall X Y (m n : M X)

(f : X -> M Y),

(mplus m n) >>= f =

mplus (m >>= f) ( n >>= f)

}.

Notice that MonadPlus is defined as a subclaas of Monad, so bind and return will
be inherited to MonadPlus. The new operators in the MonadPlus type class are
mzero and mplus. Binding mzero with any monadplus must result in mzero as
stated in mzero-mplus-left rule. Mzero must be left and right identity for mplus,
called mzero-mplus-left and mzero-mplus right in our definition respectively.
Another property of MonadPlus is that mplus operator must be associative,
which is stated as mplus-assoc in the definition above. Finally, mplus distributes
over bind, called mplus-bind.
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Note that there are different ways to define MonadPlus in the literature, and
by choosing different definition, different monads may or may not be instances
of the MonadPlus type class. For example in our definition List is a MonadPlus
but Maybe is not.

If we define mplus and mzero to be the append operator and the empty list
for the List monad, it is straightforward to check that List is a MonadPlus [11].

It is worth mentioning that Maybe is almost an instance of MonadPlus. If
mzero is defined to be Nothing, and mplus is defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Mplus for Maybe).
∀(X : Type)(x, y : X)(m : Maybe X)

(1) mplus Nothing m = mplus m Nothing = m.

(2) mplus (Just x) (Just y) = Just y.

Then Maybe satisfies the left and right identity laws, and it also satisfies left–
zero law, but mplus does not distribute over the bind.
Tree as defined above can not be an instance of MonadPlus, since there is no
way to define mzero.

A question that may arise is: what is the relation between mplus and join
and map in an arbitrary instance of the MonadPlus? The answer is given in the
following two theorems. Note that � symbol represents the mplus operaor.

Theorem 12 (Mplus Distributes Over Join).

∀(X : Type)∀(M : Type→ Type)∀(m,n : M(M X))
MonadP lus M ⇒ join (m�n) = (join m)�(join n).

Theorem 13 (Mplus Distributes Over Map).

∀(X,Y : Type)∀(M : Type→ Type)∀(m,n : M X)
∀(f : x→M X)
MonadP lus M ⇒
map f (m�n) = (map f m)�(map f n).

Formal proofs of these theorems in Coq are provided in [11].
Now we can extend ε to the MonadPlus type class to define a type class

that supports mzero, mplus and a membership predicate. We call this type class
ε-MonadPlus:

Class E_Monad_Plus (M:Type->Type) :=

{

e_monad_plus_monad_plus :> Monad_Plus M;

e_monad_plus_e_monad :> E_Monad M;

mplus_epsilon:forall X (x : X)(m n : M X),

epsilon x (mplus _ m n) <->

((epsilon x m) \/ (epsilon x n));
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mzero_epsilon:forall X (m : M X),

(m = mzero X) <->

(forall (x:X), not(epsilon x m))

}.

Note that ε-MonadPlus is a subclass of MonadPlus, which means bind, return,
mzero, mplus and their rules are inherited to the ε-MonadPlus. It is also stated
that ε-MonadPlus is a subclass of the ε-Monad, so we also get ε and its relation
with bind and return for free. One can see that here we have multiple inheritence,
and using Coq’s classes to implement monads allows us to deal with inheritence
in a nice and elegant way. The only thing that remains is to state how ε is related
to mplus and mzero. As defined in mplus-epsilon rule above, an element belongs
to mplus of two inhabitants of an instance of the MonadPluses if and only if
it belongs to at least one of them. Finally, we asserted that nothing belongs to
mzero, and vice versa. Note that we are following the analogy of the append
and the empty list for these definitions.

Defining the membership predicate for MonadPlus enables us relate mzero
and mplus in a new way:

Theorem 14 (Mplus Zero,Both Zero).

∀(X : Type)∀(M : Type→ Type)∀(m,n : M X)
E−MonadP lus M ⇒
m � n = mzero↔ (m = mzero ∧ n = mzero).

A formal proof of this theorem in Coq is provided in [11].
We will see in the next chapter that having the mplus operator is essential

when we are defining the proof rule for monadic programs, so mplus operator not
only enriches the programming language, but also enables us to extract monadic
programs from proofs.

Let us show that List is an instance of the ε-MonadPlus. Since it is already
proved that List is an instance of MonadPlus and ε-Monad type classes, it is
enough to prove that ε respects mzero and mplus, but these are just well known
theorems about lists stating that nothing belongs to the empty list, and some
element belongs to the append of two lists if and only if it belongs to at least
one of them [11].

Having all the operators of the MonadPlus and a membership predicate is a
powerful tool that lets us reason about monadic programs. As an example we
will see that every monadic term can be reduced to mzero,(return x) for some x
of the right type, or it can be decomposed into the mplus of two monadic terms
such that none of them is mzero.

Lemma 1 (Mplus Decomposition).

∀(X : Type)∀(M : Type→ Type)∀(m : M X)
E −MonadP lus M =⇒
m = mzero ∨ ∃(x : X) m = return x∨
∃(n, k : M X) n 6= mzero ∧ k 6= mzero ∧m = n�k
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To prove this lemma we defined an inductive data type in Coq that represents
the syntax of monadic programs. We also defined some reduction rules which are
proved for the actual MonadPlus type class formally. By using these reduction
rules and doing induction on the structure of the pure monadic programs we
proved the decomposition lemma above. This method is adapted from [12].

Here is the definition of this data structure in Coq:

Inductive monad_syn (X : Type) : Type :=

| ret : X -> monad_syn X

| mplus : monad_syn X -> monad_syn X

-> monad_syn X

| mzero : monad_syn X

| bind : forall (Y :Type),

monad_syn Y ->

(Y -> monad_syn X) ->

monad_syn X.

There are four constructors for a pure monadic program, namely mzero, return,
mplus and bind. It is in the folklore that every inhabitant of every instance
of the MonadPlus type class has a representation in this form [13]. Absent a
full representation theorem of this form, the result here applies only to those
instances of MonadPlus for which we know this to be true.

The following reduction rules are previously verified properties of the ε-
MonadPlus:

Lemma 2 (Reduction Rules).
∀(X,Y : Type)∀(m,n, p : M X)∀(f : X →M Y )

mzero � m =⇒ m (1)
m � mzero =⇒ m (2)
mzero >>= f =⇒ mzero (3)
(return x) >>= f =⇒ (f x) (4)
(m � n) >>= f =⇒ (m >>= f)�(n >>= f) (5)
m >>= (λx.mzero) =⇒ mzero (6)
(m � n) � p =⇒ m � (n � p)

All of these rules are justified previously except the last one. But if we consider
the relation between the bind operator and the membership predicate, it is easy
to see that no element can be a member of m >>= (λx.mzero), as a result it must
be equal to mzero. We also need four judgment rules to prove the decomposition
lemma:
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Lemma 3 (Judgment Rules).

∀(X : Type)∀(x : X).(return x) 6= mzero. (1)
∀(X : Type)(m,n : M X). (2)
m � n = mzero↔ (m = mzero ∧ n = mzero).
∀(X : Type)∀(m : M X).m = mzero ∨m 6= mzero (3)
∀(X,Y : Type)∀(m : M X)∀(f : X →M Y ). (4)

(m 6= mzero ∧ (m >>= f = mzero))
→ f = λx.mzero.

To justify the first rule, note that x always belongs to (return x), but nothing
belongs to mzero, so mzero can not be equal to (return x). The second rule
is proved previously as a lemma. The third rule just asserts that we can decide
whether a monad is mzero or not, and the fourth rule can be justified by applying
the membership rule for the bind operator.

As mentioned before, our proof of the decomposition lemma is by induction
on the structure of monadic terms, and by using the rules mentioned above. A
formal proof of this lemma in Coq is provided in [11].

2.3 Foldable MonadPlus

To introduce and justify bind-induction, which is the proof rule for extracting
programs that contain the bind operator, we need to add the last piece of struc-
ture to our definition of MonadPlus: the ability of being folded.

Here is how Foldable-Monad is defined in Coq:

Class Fold_Monad (M : Type -> Type) :=

{

foldmonad_monad :> Monad M;

fold : forall X Y,(X->Y->Y)->Y->(M X)->Y

}.

Foldable monads that also support MonadPlus operations can be defined as a
subclass of MonadPlus and foldable-Monad type classes:

Class Fold_Monad_Plus (M : Type -> Type) :=

{

fmonadplus_fmonad :> Fold_Monad M;

fmonadplus_monadplus :> Monad_Plus M;

fold_prop : forall X (m : M X),

fold (fun x=>fun y=>((unit x)[]y))

(mzero X)

m = m

}.
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The only property required for fold operation is stated as fold-prop in the defini-
tion above. By using this property the following lemma can be proved. We will
use this lemma later to justify our induction rule.

Lemma 4 (Fold and Mplus).

∀(X : Type)∀(M : Tyep→ Type)∀(m,n : M X)
Fold−Monad−Plus M =⇒
fold f mzero (m�n) =
(fold f mzero m)�(fold f mzero n)

where f = λx y.(return x)�y

A formal proof of this lemma is provided in [11].

3 Bind Induction

In this section we introduce a proof rule for bind induction on foldable instances
of MonadPlus that support membership. The extract of the rule includes the
bind operator (>>=). The rule supports programming with proofs by providing
a mechanism to extract bind operators from proofs.

The rule will be used to prove sequents having the following shape:

Γ,m : Ma,Γ ′ ` Σn : Mb.φ(n,m, z̄)

This shape is a common pattern in ∀∃ specifications. The induction is on the
foldable ε-MonadPlus m and we are able to extract a program of the form
(m >>= λx.t) where t is determined by the extracts of the proofs of the hy-
potheses of the rule.

We simplify this criteria by simply supposing that the property is hereditary,
i.e. it is preserved under composition by �. A hereditary property is in some
sense a “local” property of a monad instance. This is enough to prove soundness
of the BInd rule and simplifies the construction of the proof term in the goal of
the rule.

Definition 2 (�-composability). If M is a carrier for an instance of Mon-
adPlus, and ψ : Mb → Ma → Prop is a property of instances of M , then we
define �-composabilty as follows:

�−compatible(Ma,ψ)
def
=

∀j, k : Ma.
∀〈wj , ρj〉 : Σn : Mb.ψ(n, j).

∀〈wk, ρk〉 : Σn : Mb.ψ(n, k).
ψ(wj�wk, j�k)

Consider the computational content of a proof of
�−compatible(Ma,ψ). It is a function of the form
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(λj k 〈wj , ρj〉 〈wk, ρk〉. ρ) where j and k are instances of Ma, ρj proves ψ(wj , j)
and ρk proves ψ(wk, k) and ρ is a proof term witnessing ψ(wj�wk, j�k). Thus,
a proof of �-composability yields a function for composing the witnesses for
proofs for j and k together into evidence for ψ(wj�wk, j�k).

Proof Rule 3.1 (Bind Induction)

Let Γ be a well formed context such that the carrier

(M : Type→ Type) ∈ Γ

where M is a foldable instance of MonadPlus with compatible membership (ε).
Also, suppose (a : Type) ∈ Γ and (b : Type) ∈ Γ . φ is a proposition possibly
containing free variables n, m and other variable included in the context Γ .
We write z̄ = [z1, · · · , zn], n ∈ N to denote the list of such variables. We write
φ[n,m, z̄] to indicate that n, m and the variables in z̄ may occur free in φ.

Γ,m :Ma,Γ ′ ` �−compatible(Ma, λnm.φ[n,m, z̄]) ext V

Γ, Γ ′[mzero] ` φ[mzero,mzero, z̄]) ext ρz

Γ,m :Ma, x :a, x ∈ m,Γ ′[return(x)]
` Σn :Mb. φ[n, return(x), z̄] ext 〈tx, ρx〉

Γ,m :Ma,Γ ′[m]
` Σn :Mb. φ[n,m, z̄] ext 〈m >>= λx.tx, ρ(m)〉

BInd

The term ρ(m), the evidence that (m >>= λx.tx) is a witness forΣn : Mb.φ(n,m, z̄)
is given by the following term.

ρ(m) = π3(foldr
(λ〈k, m, ρk〉〈k̄, m̄, ρk̄〉.
〈k�k̄,m�m̄,V k k̄ 〈m, ρk〉 〈m̄, ρk̄〉〉)

〈mzero,mzero, ρz〉
(fmap(λx.〈return(x), tx, ρx〉) m))

We prove soundness of rule below in Theorem 15.
Before we consider the extract term ρ(m) in more detail, we discuss the three

hypotheses of the rule. The first is the verification of the �-composability of the
property λnm.φ[n,m, z̄]. We refer to the computational content of a proof of
this hypothesis as V . The second hypothesis requires a proof that the predicate
holds for mzero. Note that Γ ′ may depend on m so we replace all occurrences
of m by mzero there and also in the conclusion φ[mzero,mzero, z̄]. The extract
of a proof of this hypothesis has the form ρz, where ρz is a proof term verifying
φ[mzero,mzero, z̄]. We have eliminated the existential from the antecedent of
the sequent because, examining the extract of the conclusion of the rule, we
note that mzero >>= f = mzero (for any f) and so the extract ρz must verify
that n is mzero. A proof of the third hypothesis of the rule shows that for all
x : a such that x ∈ m the property holds when m is of the form return(x). The
evidence for this is the witness tx : Mb and a proof term ρx which is evidence
for φ[tx, return(x), z̄].
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Now, consider the proof term ρ(m). It is defined by projecting out the third
element of a fold (hence the foldable constraint on M) which composes evidence
for each element of m into evidence for m. To do this we use V, the evidence for
the �-composability of φ.

The instance of foldr has the following type.

foldr : (τ → τ → τ)→ τ →M τ → τ
where τ = Σy : Ma. Σn : Mb. φ[n, y, z̄]

Note that the variables z̄ will not be free in the context Γ so we will not continue
to include them.

The result of evaluating the following term gives the structure being folded.

fmap(λx.〈return(x), tx, ρx〉) m

The term ρx arises from the proof of the third hypothesis and may contain
free occurrences of the variable x. Thus, for each element y ∈ m, the term
λx.〈return(x), tx, ρx〉)y evaluates to a triple 〈return(y), ty, ρy〉 : (Σy : Ma.Σn :
Mb, φ[n, return(y)]) where ρy : φ[n, return(y)]. Thus, we have used the extract of
the proof of hypothesis three (that any monad of the form return(x) for arbitrary
x ∈ m satisfies the property) to construct evidence for every y ∈ m.

Now consider the fold function itself.

(λ〈k, m, ρk〉〈k̄, m̄, ρk̄〉.〈k�k̄,m�m̄,V k k̄ 〈m, ρk〉 〈m̄, ρk̄〉〉)

The idea is to fold the evidence for each element in m, using V to build evidence
for the proposition Σn : Mb. φ[n,m]. The function takes two arguments, each
is a triple. The first element of each triple is a substructure of m and the third
element is the evidence that the sigma property holds for that element, and the
second element is the witness for that. The first argument is a triple of the form
〈return(y), ty, ρy〉 and the second is of the form

〈return(y1)� · · ·�return(yk),
treturn(y1)�···�return(yk)

ρ(return(y1)�···�return(yk))〉.

Given these inputs, the result of evaluation is a term of the following form:

〈return(y)�return(y1)� · · ·�return(yk),
ty�treturn(y1)�···�return(yk)

ρ(return(y)�return(y1)�···�return(yk))〉

Finally, the zero element for the fold is the triple 〈mzero,mzero, ρz〉 where ρz
(arising from the proof of hypothesis two) is the evidence forΣn : Mb. φ[n,mzero].

Theorem 15 (Soundness). BInd is sound.
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Proof: To prove soundness we assume the hypotheses hold and that the extract
terms indeed have the types ascribed to them:

(H1) Γ,m :Ma,Γ ′ ` V : �−compatible(Ma, λm.λn.φ[n,m, z̄])
(H2) Γ, Γ ′[mzero] ` ρz : φ[mzero,mzero, z̄])
(H3) Γ,m :Ma, x :a, x ∈ m,Γ ′[return(x)]

` 〈tx, ρx〉 : Σn :Mb. φ[n, return(x), z̄]

We must show that the extract of the conclusion of the rule has the correct type:

Γ,m : Ma,Γ ′ ` 〈(m >>= λx.tx), ρ(m)〉 : Σn : Mb.φ[n,m, z̄]

We proceed by applying lemma 1 (Mplus Decomposition lemma)
There are three cases:

(case: m = mzero) In this case we must show

Γ, Γ ′[mzero]
` 〈mzero >>= λx.tx, ρ(mzero)〉 :

Σn : Mb. φ[mzero >>= λx.tx,mzero, z̄]

But we know that, for all f , mzero >>= f = mzero so, more simply, we must
show

Γ, Γ ′[mzero]
` 〈mzero, ρ(mzero)〉 : Σn : Mb.φ[mzero,mzero, z̄]

We know mzero : Mb and so it remains to show that

Γ, Γ ′[mzero] ` ρ(mzero) : φ[mzero,mzero, z̄]

By by the rules of foldr we have the following:

ρ(mzero) =
π3(foldr ... 〈mzero, ρz〉mzero) =
π3〈mzero,mzero, ρz〉 = ρz

By (H2) we know ρz : φ[mzero,mzero, z̄] which completes the proof of this
case.

(case: ∃x : a. m = return(x)) In this case we must show:

Γ, x : a, Γ ′[return(x)]
` 〈return(x) >>= λx.tx, ρ(return(x))〉 :

Σn : Mb.φ[(return(x) >>= λx.tx), return(x), z̄]

Note that (return(x) >>= λx.tx) = (λx.tx)x = tx so instead we show

Γ, x : a, Γ ′[return(x)]
` 〈tx, ρ(return(x))〉 : Σn : Mb.φ[tx, return(x), z̄]

By (H3) we know tx : Mb and so it remains to show the following:

Γ, x : a, Γ ′[return(x)] ` ρ(return(x)) : φ[tx, return(x), z̄]
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By the defintion of ρ,

ρ(return(x)) =
π3(〈return(x)�mzero, tx�mzero,
V return(x)mzero 〈tx, ρx〉 〈mzero, ρz〉〉)
π3(〈return(x), tx, ρx〉) = ρx

But then, by (H3) this case holds.
(case: ∃(j, k : Ma)m = j� k) In this case, we get to assume:

(H4) Γ, j : Ma, Γ ′[j]
` 〈j >>= λx.tx, ρ(j)〉 : Σn : Mb. φ[n, j, z̄]

(H5) Γ, k : Ma, Γ ′[k]
` 〈k >>= λx.tx, ρ(k)〉 : Σn : Mb. φ[n, k, z̄]

We must show:

Γ, j, k : Ma, Γ ′[j�k]
` 〈(j�k) >>= λx.tx, ρ(j�k)〉 : Σn : Mb. φ[(n, j�k, z̄]

As a result:

(H4′) Γ, j : Ma, Γ ′[j] ` ρ(j) : φ[j >>= λx.tx, j, z̄]
(H5′) Γ, k : Ma, Γ ′[k] ` ρ(k) : φ[k >>= λx.tx, , k, z̄]

By (H1) we know

Γ, j, k : Ma,Γ ′[j�k]
` (V j k 〈tj , ρ(j)〉 〈tk, ρ(k)〉) : Σn : Mb.φ(n, j�k, z̄)

By mplus–bind property in the definition of MonadPlus we know � dis-
tributes over bind, thus we have the following:

((j�k) >>= λx.tx) = (j >>= λx.tx)�(k >>= λx.tx)

By the induction hypothesis, we know ρ(j) and ρ(k) are evidences of the
correct type for j an k. By (H1) (V j k 〈tj , ρ(j)〉 〈tk, ρ(k)〉) is evidence for
φ[(j >>= λx.tx)�(k >>= λx.tx), j�k, z̄].

�

4 Extracting Monadic Programs

Consider the specification for a function computing all pairs.
∀(X,Y : Type)∀(M : Type→ Type)∀(m : M X)(p : M Y )
∃(n : M (X ∗ Y )) ∀(x : X)∀(y : Y ) (x, y) ε n ↔ x ε m ∧ y ε p. Assuming that
M is a foldable instance of an ε-MonadPlus, this specification can be proved
using the proof rule given above, such that the extract of the proof is a program
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containing the bind operator. Applying BInd rule on m in the specification above
produces three subgoals:

(G1) m :MX, p :MY ` V : �−compatible(MX,λm.λn.φ[n,m, z̄])
(G2) p :MY ` φ[mzero,mzero, z̄])
(G3) m :MX, x :a, x ∈ m, p :MY

` Σn :M(X ∗ Y ). φ[n, return(x), z̄]

Where φ is ∀(x : X)∀(y : Y ) (x, y) ε n↔ x ε m ∧ y ε p.
To prove the first subgoal, by definition of �-composability, it is enough to show:

m :MX, p :MY ` ∀(j : MX)∀(k : MX)
∀〈wj , ρj〉 : Σ(n : M(X ∗ Y ))∀(x : X)∀(y : Y )〈x, y〉εn↔ xεj ∧ yεk
∀〈wk, ρk〉 : Σ(n : M(X ∗ Y ))∀(x : X)∀(y : Y )〈x, y〉εn↔ xεk ∧ yεp
∀(x : X)∀(y : Y ) 〈x, y〉 ε wj�wk ↔ x ε j�k ∧ y ε p.

Now by definition of Σ it suffices to show:

m :MX, p :MY ` ∀(j : MX)∀(k : MX)∀(wj , wk : M(X ∗ Y ))
(∀(x : X)∀(y : Y ) 〈x, y〉 ε wj ↔ x ε j ∧ y ε p)→
(∀(x : X)∀(y : Y ) 〈x, y〉 ε wk ↔ x ε k ∧ y ε p)→
∀(x : X)∀(y : Y ) 〈x, y〉 ε wj�wk ↔ x ε j�k ∧ y ε p.

Which obviously holds by definition of �. To prove the second subgoal, we need
to show:

p :MY ` ∀(x : X)∀(y : Y ) 〈x, y〉 ε mzero↔ x ε mzero ∧ y ε mzero.

Which holds because nothing belongs to mzero. For the third subgoal it is suf-
ficient to show:

m :MX, x :a, x ∈ m, p :MY `
Σn :M(X ∗ Y )∀(x′ : X)∀(y′ : Y ) 〈x′, y′〉 ε n↔ x′ ε (return x) ∧ y ε p.

Now if BInd is applied again for p this time, there will be three new subgoals to
prove:

(G1′)m :MX, p :MY ` �−compatible(MX,λm.λn.φ′[n,m, z̄])
(G2′) ` φ′[mzero,mzero, z̄])
(G3′)m :MX, x :X,x ∈ m, p :MY, y :Y, y ∈ p `
Σn :M(X ∗ Y ) φ′[n, return(x), z̄]

Where φ′ is ∀(x′ : X)∀(y′ : Y ) 〈x, y〉 ∈ n ↔ x′ ∈ (return x) ∧ y ∈ p. To prove
G1′ it suffices to prove:

m :MX,x :X,x ∈ m, p :MY `
∀(j : MY )∀(k : MY )
∀〈wj , ρj〉 : Σ(n : M(X ∗ Y ))∀(x′ : X)∀(y′ : Y )
〈x′, y′〉 ∈ n↔ x′ ∈ (return x) ∧ y ∈ j
∀〈wk, ρk〉 : Σ(n : M(X ∗ Y ))∀(x′ : X)∀(y′ : Y )
〈x′, y′〉 ∈ n↔ x′ ∈ (reurn x) ∧ y ∈ k
∀(x′ : X)∀(y′ : Y )
〈x′, y′〉 ∈ wj�wk ↔ x′ ∈ (return x) ∧ y′ ∈ j�k.
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Which can be proved by proving the following:

m :MX,x :X,x ∈ m, p :MY `
∀(j : MY )∀(k : MY )∀(wj , wk : M(X ∗ Y ))
(∀(x′ : X)∀(y′ : Y ) 〈x′, y′〉 ∈ wj ↔ x′ = x ∧ y′ ∈ j)→
(∀(x′ : X)∀(y′ : Y ) 〈x′, y′〉 ∈ wk ↔ x′ = x ∧ y′ ∈ k)→
(∀(x′ : X)∀(y′ : Y )
〈x′, y′〉 ∈ wj�wk ↔ x = x′ ∧ y′ ∈ j�k)

Which follows from the definition of �. The proof of G′2 is similar to the proof
of G2 which uses the fact that nothing belongs to mzero. To prove G′3 it is
enough to show:

m :MX, x :a, x ∈ m, p :MY, y :Y, y ∈ p `
Σn :M(X ∗ Y )∀(x′ : X)∀(y′ : Y )
〈x′, y′〉 ∈ n↔ x′ ∈ (return x) ∧ y′ ∈ (return y).

Since the only element that belongs to (return x) is x itself, this is equivalent
to:

m :MX, x :a, x ∈ m, p :MY, y :Y, y ∈ p `
Σn :M(X ∗ Y )∀(x′ : X)∀(y′ : Y )
〈x′, y′〉 ∈ n↔ x′ = x ∧ y′ = y.

Which can be proved easily by choosing n to be (return〈x, y〉). The BInd rule
has been used twice in this proof. The extraction for the first time is the term
(n >>= λy.return 〈x, y〉), and the whole extract is the term (m >>= λx.n >>=
λy.return〈x, y〉).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The work described here extends the Curry-Howard correspondence to include an
elimination rule for Foldable instances of MonadPlus that support a membership
predicate. The program term extracted from the rule is a bind operator and the
rule has a close resemblance to an induction rule. It provides a kind of generic
induction principle for MonadPlus type classes. The Foldable attribute is used
to justify the composition of individual proofs into a proof guaranteed to be
correct for every inhabitant of every instance. We believe this is one of the most
interesting aspects of the rule.

Coq does support a program extraction mechanism [14–16] (even if it is rarely
used except as a curiosity). To be able to apply bind induction in a Coq proof
we will need to extend Coq to include this new rule together with the specified
extract. In future work we will explore the mechanisms for extending Coq to
include the bind induction rule.

As mentioned in the text, we have not proved a representation theorem relat-
ing syntactic terms in monad syn to inhabitaints of instances of MonadPlus. The
proof of the soundness theorem uses the Mplus Decomposition lemma which de-
pends on structural induction over the syntactic embedding of MonadPlus terms
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provided by monad syn. Such a result is in the folklore, Sculthorpe et. al. [12]
state a similar result and cite [13] whose work has not been formally verified. In
future work we intended to formalize and prove this representation theorem.

Another path to extend the work presented here will be to explore bind
induction for the alternate form of the MonadPlus type class that supports the
left catch law as an alternative to the left distribution law. The State monad,
the IO monad and Maybe all satisfy left catch but not left distribution.
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